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[about us]

[our mission]

ALM is based in the heart of the Willamette Valley. We
are prepared to deliver amazing results to land owners
throughout the Northwest. Since 2008 ALM has grown
to become a comopetitive land management contractor
providing new and innovative services across Oregon. We
value our greatly varied base of clientele and treat every
project with the priority and care that our clients deserve.
One of our greatest sources of pride at ALM is the high
quality people that we get to work with and serve. These
individuals include policy makers, farmers, loggers, timber
owners, and habitat restoration experts. Please contact us
and allow us the privilege of serving you.

ALM is committed to expanding land owner’s capabilities
to efficiently, cost effectively, and ecologically manage and
transform the land we live on. We always do our best and
strive to be the best in the industries we serve. Our goal
on every project we undertake is to safely, efficiently, and
strategically deliver the end result desired. We always focus
on leaving every site and every client with results above
and beyond expectation. Through innovative techniques
and equipment we aggressively attack projects of various
difficulties and dynamics. Our most enjoyable and proud
moments are completing projects deemed too difficult
or complex by others. Contact us for any excavation,
vegetation management, land clearing, in-line crushing, or
habitat project you have in mind.

LAND CLEARING - VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
CROP REINTEGRATION - HABITAT RESTORATION
EXCAVATION - IN-LINE CRUSHING

[ SURVEY & SITE LAYOUT
PREPARATION ]

[ LAND CLEARING ]
ALM offers both conventional and
advanced methods of
land clearing
depending on the customers needs and
desired result. Conventional land clearing
consists of grubbing, pulling, and raking
the area free of roots and vegetation to be
burned or hauled offsite. We have found
that in most situations mulching and
rotovating is much more cost effective
and eco-friendly. By mulching we
process the material into small, fragmented
particles deep in the ground. If the desired
result is above ground only, this method
offers a fast way to clear land while keeping
erosion and ground disturbance to a
minimum. For clients needing cultivatable
ground, we add a second phase rotovating
to 14” deep. This process further breaks
down material and destroys the existing
root structures while also fracturing any
rock into finer material. This process
can be conducted throughout the year.

[ CROP REINTEGRATION ]
ALM has developed a process with which
we reintegrate agriculture crops back into
the soil. This can be applied to a broad
range of crops all the way from blueberries
to fruit and nut orchards, allowing us the
ability to put the organic material back into
the ground instead of hauling it off-site
or burning. The ecological and economical advantages of this efficient process are
available year around.

[ HABITAT RESTORATION ]
Habitat restoration is one of our specialties. We provide the knowledge and expertise to restore a number of habitats including Riparian, Oak Savannah, Early Seral,
and In-stream Salmon Habitat. We often
work closely with U.S. Forest Service and
various Watershed Counsels.

[ VEGETATION & SLASH
MANAGEMENT ]
We provide solutions for road right of way
creation and maintenance, pre-commercial
thinning, tree release, fuel reduction and
slash treatment. Our process for slash
treatment allows us to reduce fuel loading
and increase plantability on clear cut and
thinning sites without the need to pile and
burn. This is done while still maintaining
low cost per acre and superior results.

[ EXCAVATION ]
ALM provides excavation services for
building, water management, and roadways. In many projects all of our core services fit together to create a smooth and
seamless work flow. All of this, along with
our commitment to quality and timely
completion make ALM an ideal contractor
for developers.

We are often among the first to
begin work on sites. Utilizing our
mulching equipment, we can easily and
efficiently cut corridors through dense
vegetation to allow faster and easier
surveying and initial site layout. At times this
entails cutting straight corridors for
hundreds of feet, or doing full site
clearing where we quickly mulch material
to the ground. This facilitates a full
view of the land and results in a faster
process for every other step afterwards.

[ IN-LINE CRUSHING ]
Through specialized machinery we can reduce thousands of yards of over-sized rock
per day, which in most applications results in several miles of road repaired and
strengthened. We have made it our goal to
greatly reduce the cost of this treatment
from current industry standards. ALM is
proud to be able to offer this service to all
private, federal, and state land managers
as a cost effective and efficient method of
maintaining and refurbishing roads. We
can quickly adapt to different needs and
road conditions in order to tailor results to
the best possible outcome.

